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these paintings emerge as coolly distilled views of
video game-like landscapes. 6-88 (1988) exemplifies
the depth to which Daphnis explored this realm and
utilized the pixel in his construction of seemingly
topographical layers.
Having propelled the pixel to new horizons, Daphnis
also refined it. Completed toward the end of this
period

of

optical

exploration,
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manifests his transformation of the pixel into fields of
color. Daphnis’ employment of computer-generated
graphics and use of the Atari ST to develop his
radical digital landscapes can best be understood
as a proto new media attitude. His early adoption of
10-88 PALACE OF MINOS, 1988. Enamel on canvas, 45 x 55 in.

new technology into his traditional painting process
parallels the Computer Paintings of Albert Oehlen
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The exhibition features twenty-two paintings from
1987–1992, which reveal Daphnis as a precursor
to today’s New Media artists. Expanding on his
signature abstract geometric style, in these works
he combines computer-generated graphics from an
Atari ST with his painting process.
Daphnis’ work is characterized by his commitment
to liberating color from formal constraints in the
sweeping, uninterrupted planes of his canvases. Works
from this period demonstrate the expansion of his
color-plane theory beyond the use of primary colors
and simplified planes, featuring an extended palette
and compositions informed by lines and pixels drawn
on the computer. In referring to both the pixilation
of computer graphics and Daphnis’ activated fields
of color, Pixel Fields allows a rare glimpse into the
exploration of a cutting-edge visual language.
The exhibition opens with The Explosion (1987), Daphnis’

NASSOS DAPHNIS
Nassos Daphnis (1914–2010) began painting in his
signature hard-edge style in the mid-1950s and
developed his color-plane theory. By the end of
the decade, he was showing works characterized
by an extraordinary precision, sleek surfaces and
bold, pure color at the Leo Castelli Gallery. Castelli
gave him seventeen solo exhibitions spanning over
thirty years and included his work in several group
exhibitions featuring Jasper Johns, Frank Stella, Robert
Rauschenberg, and Lee Bontecou. Daphnis was
the recipient of numerous prestigious art awards,
including the Guggenheim Fellowship (1977), the
Francis J. Greenburger Foundation Award (1986),
and the Pollock-Krasner Foundation Award (1986).
Daphnis’ works are included in numerous collections,
such as the Guggenheim Museum, Whitney Museum of
American Art, Museum of Modern Art, Metropolitan
Museum of Art and Albright-Knox Gallery.

eureka moment captured on canvas. Laser-like red
lines emanate from perfectly concentric blue circles,
evincing both his mastery of color and his energetic
manipulation of the Atari ST’s drawing components.
After perfecting the circular form, Daphnis moved on
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to the square format. Located in the back gallery,
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